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The digitial (R)evolution
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Indisputable potential
Study in Denmark demonstrating the value of the
potential in digitalised district heating.
Savings will come from using data-based transparency
to reduce losses, increase operational efficiency as well
as streamline the heavy investments in this area
In total, this amounted to an efficiency potential of 11 to
30 times the cost of going from basic meter reading to
frequent and intelligent meter reading

The total savings potential from digitalisation in the
Danish utility sector is estimated at between 360 million
and 1.3 billion euros.
Additional cost of EUR 8 per year per connected
customer
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Real-life example: Detecting service pipes with high heat loss
Identifying broken pipes
with high heat loss
Heat Intelligence detects multiple
temperature outliers with lower
temperatures than expected. In this
case the reason was broken service
pipes with wet insulation. This caused
forward temperature to be >10C lower
than expected
Temperature deviations disappears after
new service pipes are installed

After new service pipes are installed ..
 Forward temperature goes up
 Flow reduced

Is smart meter data really personal data?

Smart meter data is an essential part of the digitalisation process
Article 29 Working Party (now called European Data Protection Board) has concluded that
smart meter data is considered personal data and is therefore covered by the GDPR

The Article 29 Working Party is an advisory board of
representatives from the data protection authority of each EU
Member State, the European Data Protection Supervisor and the
European Commission. Its main stated missions include providing
expert advice, opinions and recommendations regarding data
protection to MS, the Commission and the public.

GDPR and the legal foundation for frequent data
Do we need end-user consent to collect data?

Because smart meter data is personal data, processing it
raises the question of the need for individual customer
consent …
… especially when meters are read more frequently than
required for billing purposes and consumer information,
e.g. on hourly basis
Knowing that end-user consent is an administrative
burden
Knowing that lack of consent will have a negative effect
on the data-based optimisation – not just for a specific
building but also for the planning and distribution

The Danish interpretation of Article 6 of the GDPR

The Danish Energy Agency and Department of Justice has looked
into whether legal basis for processing smart meter data can be
found in Article 6 of the GDPR: Lawfulness of processing
They state that processing of personal data is lawful to the extent
that:
(e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried
out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority
vested in the controller;
(f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate
interests pursued by the controller or by a third party (…)

?

The Danish interpretation of Article 6 of the GDPR

In conclusion, the official Danish position states that
frequent data collection from heat meters can be
done without customer consent ..
… as long as the energy supplier uses that data either
in the interest of the public to save energy and
minimise energy losses, or for the legitimate purpose
of improving the energy efficiency of its operations
… may only take place if providers of smart metering
solutions also comply with the fundamental principles
set out in Article 5 on processing of personal data.

Five security principles
Five principles to ensure GDPR compliance

1. Encryption of data
2. Role-based access to data
3. Logging of activities

4. Multiple layers of security in the design
5. Contingency plan
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